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ABSTRACT 
Certain algorithms concerned with Caftan subalgebras nd maximal soluble 
subalgebras in finite dimensional Lie algebras are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to develop some algorithms for the computation 
of objects as Cartan and Borel subalgebras (i.e. nilpotent self-normalizing and 
maximal solvable subalgebras, respectively) and their conjugation automor- 
phisms, in finite dimensional Lie algebras L over a field F. Important 
preparatory work was done by Beck, Kolman, and Stewart [3]: they devel- 
oped methods which make it possible to compute basic entities uch as series, 
solvable and nilpotent radicals, and Caftan subalgebras. An interesting al- 
gorithm to compute Caftan subalgebras has been described by Zassenhans 
[81. 
The algorithms in [3] work mostly under the general assumption that F is 
algebraically dosed and has characteristic 0. We shall also keep this assump- 
tion and only generalize with regard to the computation of a Caftan 
subalgebra. In the following CSA will be an abbreviation for Caftan subalge- 
bra, and BSA for Borel subalgebra; [ , ] will denote the Lie product, ± 
orthogonality with respect to the Killing torm, and L °, L 1, L a . . . . .  
Z °, Z 1, Z a ... .  and L (°), L (t), L (2) .... the lower and the upper central series 
and the derived series, respectively. 
L is given by a base { x l . . . . .  x n } and a set o{ n 3 structural constants (c~), 
n k 1 ~< i, j, k ~ n, c~ ~ F, which define the Lie product: [xi, xl] :-~ ~kflciixk. 
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Throughout the paper we use well-known algorithms from linear algebra 
without comment. In dealing with semisimple Lie algebras (Algorithm 2 and 
5) we have to assume that zeros of polynomials over the field F can be 
computed. For practical purposes, for instance in the case F = C, numerical 
algorithms might be used to obtain sufficiently good approximations for the 
zeros. 
CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS 
Our first aim is to compute a CSA of L without he assumption that F is 
algebraically dosed and of characteristic 0. In Lie algebras over arbitrary 
fields, not even the question of the existence of CSAs, analyzed by Barnes [1], 
is completely decided. Assuming that the field F has at least n= dim L 
elements, the CSAs are exactly minimal Engel subalgebras, i.e. minimal 
algebras of the form 
Lo(ada ) = (x~ Ll3r EN: (ada) ' (x )  =0}.  
An element a ~ L is called regular if as(a ) ~ O, where as(a ) is the homoge- 
neous polynomial of the lowest degree s in the minimal polynomial of the 
adjoint map adx:~(x , t )=t"  +al (x) t" - l  + . . .  +as(x)t "-s. If IFi>~n, 
then Lo(ad x) is a minimal Engd subalgebra exactly when x is a regular 
element of L. The algorithm for the construction of a CSA works like the 
existence proof in [1] for such a regular dement for the case IFI >t n. In 
solvable Lie algebras over an arbitrary field, CSAs do always exist: here is an 
algorithm for their construction. 
LEMMA 1. Let K < L be an ideal of L, U/ K a CSA of L / K, and C a 
CSA of U. Then C is a CSA of L. 
(Proof in [2].) 
ALGORITHM I. 
Input: 
Output: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
A soluble Lie algebra L over an arbitrary field F. 
A CSA of L. 
Let K be the last term of the lower central series K = L r-- L ~+l. If 
K = 0, then L is nilpotent and L is its own CSA. 
If K ~ 0, compute the derived series K (i) of K. If K is abelian, i.e. 
K O) = 0, then continue with step 3, If K (1) ~ 0, choose a maximal i
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Step 3: 
Step 4: 
with Kto~0 and K~+I)=0.  Then dim(L/K(O)<dimL and we 
can begin again inductively with step 1, replacing L by L /K  (0. Let 
U/K ~o be a CSA of L/K°); note that U ~< L. Inductively, again 
replace L by U, and compute a CSA C of U. By I_emma 1 this is a 
CSA of L. 
Compute the center Z(L) of L: if Z(L)= 0, then continue with 
step 4. If Z(L)> 0, then compute L/Z(L);  note that 
dim(L/Z(L)) < dim L. Compute inductively a CSA C/Z(L) of 
L/Z(L);  then C is already a CSA of L. 
Here K (1) -- 0 and Z(L) = 0. Choose i maximal with the property 
[L i, K] ~ 0. Then [K, x] ~ 0 for an x ~ L i \L  ~+1, and the kernel 
S = kernel(ad XlK ) <a K 
Step 5: 
Step 6: 
is an ideal of L. 
If S = 0, then continue with step 6. If S =~ 0, then compute 
inductively a CSA V/S of L/S and a CSA C of V. This is again a 
CSA of L by I.emma 1. 
Now ad x I r is bijective. Compute the series 
No:fNL(X ), N~+I:=NL(N~), i=0 ,1  . . . . .  
For some l ~ N, N t = Nz+ t is nilpetent: for each j ~< 1 there exists 
kj ~ 1~I with 
IN,..:.. R,, K. 
k I 
Then we have 
[Rj, x, .... x].<Kn<x>=0 
j+ l  
and inductively, since ad X]K is bi|ective, a i = 0 and N l nilpotent 
for all j. 
By construction of the series N i, we have that N l is a CSA of L. 
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BOREL SUBALGEBRAS AND THEIR CONJUGACY 
Our second aim is to develop algorithms for the construction of a 
conjugaey automorphism for two given CSAs. To this end we have to assume 
from now on that F is algebraically dosed and has characteristic 0. This 
requirement is necessary to guarantee the existence of conjugation automor- 
phisms. In nonsoluble Lie algebras we can reduce the conjugacy of CSAs to 
the conjugaey of another class of subalgebras, namely Borel subalgebras, i.e. 
the maximal soluble subalgebras. Working with L/PJm L, we can reduce to 
the ease of L semisimple. In semisimple Lie algebras BSAs arise as standard 
BSAs, i.e. as sums of a CSA C and the positive root spaces with respect o a 
base of the root system belonging to the action of C on L. In the following 
we describe how to construct a standard BSA of L. We shall concentrate here 
on the essential steps of the computation. The theoretical details are con- 
tained in [6]. 
Let ~ be the root system and L~, a ~ O, the root spaces of L belonging 
to C. Given a base {At, . . . ,  A~} of adC, the value of a i ~ • is determined 
by 
. , (a j )  =%.  
where the a O are the zeros of the minimal polynomials of the Aj's. For 
A E ad C, let 
. (x )= 1-I - 1-I 
i~ I  i~ l  
be its minimal polynomial. Put /~(h):= #(h)/ I I i (h)k ' ;  then the #~(~) are 
relatively prime. After obtaining polynomials ~(~)  with F.i ~ iOi#~ = 1 by the 
extended euclidean algorithm, we compute the root spaces L~ as the images 
of the projections E~--Ot(A)tt~(A),Et(L) = L~. Since L is semisimple, the 
Killing form K(x, y):= Trace(ad xad y) is nondegenerate on L and also its 
restriction to C. This permits us to identify • with a set { t~l ..... t~, } c C, 
defined by a~(t~,)--K(t~,, h) for all h ~ C. Using these t,,, we can now 
define a scalar product on O, putting (ai, aj):= K(t,,,t~). Choosing a 
regular oot y [i.e., y doesn't fie on any hyperplane P~ = {/3 ~ Ol (B,a) - -  0 } 
of ~], and computing O+(y) - -{#~Ol ( r ,#)>0},  we can find the roots 
a ~ ~ + (y) which are indeeomposable in ~ + (~,), i.e. those a which are not a 
surn of other roots in ~ +(Y). These roots are a base A of ~, and every 
element of • has a unique representation with respect to A with only 
nonnegative or nonpositive coefficients. This permits us to define positive 
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and negative roots and the standard BSA B(A):=C~ ~>oL, .  Most of 
these computations on roots, for instance the verification of indeeomposabfl- 
ity, may be done directly comparing each root with the others, because of the 
finiteness of ~. 
Note, however, that the complexity of such an algorithm is exponential in
I~1. 
Now we are enabled to present he algorithm for the conjugacy of BSAs 
in nonsoluble Lie algebras. The corresponding automorphism has the form 
o = l-li~ i exp(ad xi), where xi ~ N(L), i.e., x i is element of a root space L~ 
of L, and 
k, (ad x,)t 
exp(ad xi) = ~ 11 
/=0 
Denote the set of such automorphisms of L by E(L). The algorithm works 
for semisimple Lie algebras, but it is not difficult to extend the obtained 
automorphism 5 ~ E(L/nxDL) to o ~ E(L). 
LEMMA 2. Let Bl, B~ be BSAs of the semisimple Lie algebra L. Then 
there exists a CSA C of L contained in B 1 ~ B 2. 
(Proof in [4, p. 90].) 
ALGORITHM 2. 
Input: A semisimple Lie algebra L and BSAs B x, B~ of L. 
Output: An automorphism lk ~ E(L) with ~(Ba) = B 1. 
Step 1: Compute D := B z A B~ and a CSA H of the soluble algebra D. 
Step 2: Compute the root space decomposition f L with respect to H. This 
yields the following representations: 
B I=HO ~]~ L~, 
aE~ t 
Bg=HO ~ La, 
D = HO (~ L. r. 
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There exists an a I ~ @~ with 
L_,~ < B a. The reflection 
- a I ~ ~,  and L~ ~< B~ and L#~ := 
2(r ,#)  
:v 'v (# ,#)  # 
maps fl to - fl and leaves the other roots invariant. 
Step 3: Compute ¢#~ so that ¢#,1, induces o#, on H. For this choose 
x# E L#~; then there exists a ~¢a ~ L_#~ and an ha := 
[2/K(t#: t#,)]t#, with [x#,, Y#I] = h#: We can determine ~ by 
solving the linear system of equations above. Then ca, = 
exp(ad x#~)exp(ad( - ya~))exp(ad x#~) (proof in [6, p. 77]). 
Step 4: Set B 3 .'= za~(B2), then 
dim(BsnB~)>dim(B~nB~) and H <B3nB ~ 
Inductively we can compute the desired automorphism ff := 
c#~ * . - -  o ¢#k with B~ = ~(B~). 
CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS AND THEIR CONJUGACY 
Now it is possible to present he algorithm for the computation of the 
eonjugacy automorphism for CSAs of L. This problem may be reduced to the 
soluble ease: if L is not soluble, H 1, H 2 CSAs of L, then we can compute 
S = R~L ~ L, and H1/S, Hz /S  are CSAs of the semisimple algebra L/S.  
Determine BSAs Bi ~ H JS ,  i = 1,2, and a conjugacy automorphism o with 
a(Bl)  = B~. Then o(HI/S),  H~/S are both CSAs of the soluble algebra B2. 
Compute, with Algorithm 3 below, c ~ E(L /S )  such that ca(Hi/S)  = H2/S. 
Let co=exp(adx+S)  with x + S ~ N( L /S).  Since N( L /S )  = N( L ) + 
S/S, we can always find a y~N(L)  with x + S=y+ S and ff := exp(ady) 
E(L) maps H l to Hg. (see [6, p. 82]). 
For the next algorithm we need a new lemma to get more structural 
information about CSAs. 
LE~tA 3. Let L be a soluble, not nilpotent, Lie algebra spanned by the 
CSA H~ and an ideal A of minimal dimension L = H 2 + A. Let S be the 
hypercenter, i.e. the last term of the ascending central series of L, and 
x = x + S + S /S ) \C ,vs (A  + S/S). 
H2 = CL(X). 
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Proof. Let 0 ~ x + S ~ Cr./s( H + S/S)\CL/s( A + S/S)  and H a + S/S 
CL/s(X + S). If H a + S/S ~ CL/s(X + S), then CL/s(X + S) = L /S  (be- 
cause dim A ~< 1), and x + S ~ Z(L /S )= 0, which is a contradiction. 
We have H a + S/S = CL/s(X + S), and we are done ff we can show 
S_cH a. 
Choose r o ~ N minimal with 
If r o ~ O, then 
i.e. 
S ,L  ... . .  L]  ~<H 2. 
r 0 
[s,L ..... 
ro - 1 ro 
[S,L . . . .  L] <~NL(Hg)=Hg., 
%-1 
which is a contradiction to the minimality of r o. It follows that r o = 0 and 
s~< H~. • 
The problem to construct conjugation automorphisms of two CSAs is 
handled with the following two algorithms. Algorithm 3 describes the reduc- 
tion to the situation of Lemma 3. This particular situation is dealt with in 
Algorithm 4. 
ALGORITHM 3. 
Input: A soluble Lie algebra L and the CSAs H 1 and H 2 of L. 
Output: An automorphism ~ ~ E(L)  with 6(H1) = H a. 
Step 1: Compute a series (Ai), 1 < i <~ n, of ideals of L with 
dlmAi---i andOf  A° ~ Al <#. "'" ~< A"= L" 
(algorithm m [3, p. 178-180]). 
Step 2: Set K t := Hj + A1, j = 1, 2, and L t := L. If L 1 = K~, then L 1 --- K~ 
and we have already reached the situation of Algorithm 4. 
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Step 3: 
Step 4: 
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If L I  => K~, KI, then look at the natural epimorphism ~: L~ ~-, L~/A~ 
and set L a :--= ~b(L1), H~ := ~(Ht), j = 1,2. Then H~, j = 1,2, are 
CSAs of L a. If K~ = L 2, we can continue by Algorithm 4, which 
will yield a ¢' = expad z', z' ~ N( Lg ), with "r'( H~) = H 2. As in the 
case of conjugacy of BSAs, it is not difficult now to determine a
~" = expad, z, z '=  q,(z), z ~ N(L~), with ¢q~-~(H~) = ¢(K~) = K~. 
Then ¢(H1) and H 2 are CSAs of the soluble algebra K~, and we 
can again apply Algorithm 4. This yields a o e E(L )  with o~'(H1) = 
H a, and ~ .'= o~ is the automorphism for which we are looking. 
9 
If Kj < L~, then we can continue inductively, putting L 3 := La//A a. 
ALGORITHM 4. 
Input: A soluble, but not nilpotent, Lie algebra L -  H i + A, i = 1,2, 
where H 1, H a are CSAs of L ,  and A is an ideal of minimal 
dimension in L. 
Output: An automorphism o with o(Ha) = H r 
H s is a minimal Engel subalgebra of L, i.e., there exists some x with 
H2 ffi L0(ad x). A is an ideal; therefore it is ad x invariant. A has the Fitting 
decomposition A, f f iAo(adx)$A, (adx  ). Both submodules Ao(adx ) and 
A , (adx)  are also invariant under the action of L= Ha+ A, and therefore 
either A ffi Ao(adx ) or A = A,(ad x). The case A = Ao(adx ) leads to A 
Ct.(x) = H a and L = H~,.which is a contradiction. Therefore ad x is bijective 
on A, and L has a decomposition 
L ffi Lo(ad x) ~L , (ad  x) -- CL(X ) ~a .  
The first aim of the algorithm is to find an x with H a = L0(ad x). We can 
find one by using Lemma 3. 
Step 1: Compute C t "= CL/s(H2/S) ,  C 2 ".= CL/s(A + S/S), CI n C 2, and 
take an x ~ C l \ (C  l N C2). Then L --- Lo(ad x )~L . (ad  x). 
Step 2: Compute elements y ~ H 1 and z ~ A so that x = y + z E H 1 + A 
==L. 
Step 3: Since ad x is bijective on A,  there exists a z' E A with z = [ z', x ] ~= 
ad x(z').  Compute (ad x ) -  1 and z '  == (ad x ) -  tz. 
Step 4: o ffi expad z '  is the desired automorphism: since exp(ad z 'Xx)= 
x + [x, z'] = x - z = y, H = Lo(ad y) is also a CSA of L. 
huse  V e H 1 ~ H and both H and H I are minimal Engel subalgebras, it 
follows that H ffi H I and o(Hs)  ~= H r 
~RITHMS FOR SOLUBLE SUBALGEBRAS 
AN EMBEDDING ALGORITHM 
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The last purpose of this paper is to present an algorithm to embed a 
soluble subalgebra A of L in a BSA. Evidently it suffices to consider only the 
case of semisimple Lie algebras. 
ALGOmTHM 5. 
Input: 
Output: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
A semisimple Lie algebra L and a soluble subalgebra A of L. 
A BSA B of L containing A. 
Compute the nilradieal A 1 of A. Since A is soluble, A 1 is just the 
set of all ad-nilpotent elements of A [4, p. 89]. 
If A t -0 ,  then A consists of semisimple (i.e. diagooaliT~ble) 
elements of L and is contained in a CSA of L. In particular, A is 
abelian and A <~ CL(A ) .'- C. Compute C and a CSA H of C: H is 
then already a CSA of L, which contains A. Now A is embedded in
a CSA H of a semisimple Lie algebra L, and we can determine a 
standard BSA relative to H; we are done. 
If A t ~ 0, then A t ~< [B, B] for a standard BSA B of L [5, p. 66] 
and Ai L >/[B, B] ± >/B [5, p. 69]. A~- < L, because the Killing 
form is nondegenerate on L semisimple. This fact opens the possi- 
bility of an inductive computation of a BSA B of Ai L, which 
contains A. 
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